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AROUND THE GROUNDS

08 Home Depot Center handles special events
When Kyle Waters says he works for the Home Depot Center, most people ask him, "Which department?" Actually he's in charge of the fields and grounds at a sports event showplace.

14 MLB, NFL turf pros renovate HS field
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GREEN SCIENCE

16 Buyer’s Guide for Synthetic Turf Field Construction
The American Sports Builders Association provides guidance to aid you in making the decisions necessary in developing a synthetic turf project.

24 A message from the Synthetic Turf Council

2004 STMA HIGH SCHOOL/PARKS FOOTBALL FIELD OF THE YEAR

30 The Switzer District Athletic Complex in Overland Park, KS wins the 2004 Football Field of the Year honors.

TURF MAINTENANCE EQUIPMENT

32 Advice on mowing stripes and patterns
SPORTSTURF asked several prominent turf managers to answer questions on how they stripe their fields.

IRRIGATION/DRAINAGE

40 Have you changed your filters lately?
Tony Strickland, CSFM, discusses the use of less-than-ideal products in field construction.